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Abstract 
Null- and PositivstellerGtze for all generalized real closed fields are proved. These fields 
play an important role for the study of sums of powers in fields. The results of this paper are 
especially related to the study of sums of powers in real function fields. @ 1998 Published by 
Elsevier Science B.V. 
1991 Math. Subj. Class.: 14PO5; 12515; 12520; 12L12 
0. Introduction 
Generalized real closed fields occur in the theory of orderings of higher level and 
chain signatures and there they play the same role as real closed fields in the theory 
of ordered fields. Recall that a field R is a generalized real closed field if R admits a 
henselian valuation v with real closed residue field such that the value group r, satisfies 
[r,: pTL’] 5 p for all primes p. For example, if A is a real closed field, then both R 
and R((X)) are generalized real closed fields. Therefore, fields with quite different 
structures belong to the class of generalized real closed fields. In order to reflect these 
structural differences we introduce the following notion. Let P be the set of primes 
and let 9 c P. We say that a field R is Y-real closed if R is a generalized real closed 
field such that the above valuation v satisfies 
2 = {p E P ( [r,: pTv] = p}. 
Back to the example above, the real closed field R is @real closed and the field R((X)) 
is P-real closed. 
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At this point we have to mention that in the literature several notions for 
Z-real closed fields have been used. The investigation of the case 9 # 0 originates 
in Becker’s theory of orderings of higher level which has been developed in [I, 21. 
Namely, according to [2, Bemerkung 3.8, iv] a field R is real closed with respect to an 
ordering P c R of higher level if and only if R is Y-real closed for some finite _I?. To 
be more precise, if n is the level of P, then _Y is just the set of prime divisors of 12. 
In the special case 2 = {2}, the 2-real closed fields are also called chain closed fields 
(see [ 16,201) or Rolle fields with exactly two total orders (see [ 15, 191). Finally, we 
have to recall that in [30], Schwartz introduced the basic notion of a chain signature 
of a field and he showed that the generalized real closed fields are exactly those fields 
which are real closed with respect to a chain signature (see [30]). 
In this paper we will prove Null- and Positivstellenslitze for all Y-real closed fields. 
Namely, let R be an Y-real closed field and let V be an affine variety over R. In the 
first step we are interested in a characterization of the ideal 
DR( V(R)) c WI 
of the regular functions which vanish on the set V(R) of R-rational points. In the past 
there have been several papers dealing with this subject. The main work in this field is 
due to Becker and Jacob, who proved in [8] a Nullstellensatz for Y-real closed fields 
provided _Y is finite. Furthermore, p-real closed fields have been treated by Jacob 
[21] and Farre [ 181 and results concerning the case B = (2) have been proved by 
Becker and Gondard in [6]. In the present paper we will prove Nullstellenslitze for the 
whole class of generalized real closed fields. Thereby special emphasis is given to the 
problem to find a description of the ideal DR(V(R)) which is as simple as possible. 
At this point some comments are in order. In the past it has been recognized that 
Nullstellenstitze for several classes of fields can be proved in a similar manner (see 
[8,13,14,25]). Roughly speaking one proceeds as follows. Let us call a prime ideal 
M c R[V] admissible if R is existentially closed (ec.) in the residue field R(p) of 63. 
Then 3~( V(R)) is given by the intersection of the admissible prime ideals of R[V]. 
Therefore, one has to find a characterization of the admissible prime ideals of R[V]. 
Usually, one looks for a semiring S c R[ V] with C R[ Vld c S for some d E N such 
that @ c R[ V] is admissible if and only if for all si,sz E S we have 
s1 fsq E fJ =+ Sl,S2 E ‘$2. 
Then one gets 
(*I DR( V(R)) = {f E R[ V] 1 f dk + s = 0 for some k E N and s E S} . 
We call a semiring with this property a deciding semiring for VIR. But in general S 
is not uniquely determined. Thus, in order to get a lucid description of &( V(R)) one 
has to find a “good” semiring S c R[ V] or a nice set T of generators of S. In this 
paper we will show that the same approach works with CR[V]2d-modules instead of 
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semirings, i.e. subsets M c R[V] such that 
0,l EM,M+McM and R[V]2d.M~M 
(see Section 5). Namely, if M c R[V] is a C R[V]2d-module such that @ c R[V] 
is admissible if and only if for all m,,m2 E M we have 
ml +m2 E kr’ =+ ml,m2 E p, 
then we get 
(**) ~R(V(R)) = {f E WII f2dk + m=OforsomekEN andmEM}. 
Let us call a CR[V]2d-module with this property a deciding module for V(R. 
In the case of g-real closed fields it will turn out that there exists a natural set 
T of generators for a deciding semiring S of VIR such that the C R[V]*-module gen- 
erated by T is already a deciding module for VIR. In the case that 9 is finite, this 
considerably simplifies the corresponding result of Becker and Jacob in [8]. Especially, 
in Section 6, where we consider the case that R admits just one henselian valuation 
with real closed residue field, this approach yields a really practicable formulation of 
the Nullstellensatz. But nevertheless, in the general case the description of D;R( V(R)) is 
essentially more complicated as we are used to have it for other classes of fields like 
the algebraically and real closed fields and it seems to me that it will not be possible 
to find basically simpler formulations. 
In a second step we are concerned with the characterization of those regular functions 
f E R[V] which are positive definite of level n E N, i.e. for which we have 
f(x) E R*” for all x E V(R). 
So far such a result only has been known in the case 9’ = (2) (see [6]). In this 
paper we will prove such a characterization for all sets 9 c P and all levels n E N. 
In the general case the description of the positive-definite functions of higher level 
is unfortunately significantly more complicated than the corresponding result for the 
real closed fields in the sense of Artin-Schreier. But at least for the p-real closed 
fields, which are important for the study of sums of 2nth powers in fields, the given 
formulation should be applicable. 
1. Generalized real closed fields 
In this section we collect the basic facts about the valuation theory and model theory 
of generalized real closed fields which will be needed in this paper. As a general 
reference concerning generalized real closed fields we refer the reader to the work of 
Becker [1,2] and Schwartz [30]. 
First we fix some notions. For a prime number p let & be the additive group 
of p-adic integers and f := nP &,. If A is any ring, we denote by A* the group 
of units of A. Now let K be a field. One of the fundamental notions in the theory 
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of orderings of higher level is the concept of a chain signature introduced by Schwartz. 
According to [30], a homomorphism q: K* -+ Z* x f is called a chain signature if 
P(q) := ker (q) is a valuation fan. Recall that a subgroup P c K* is a valuation fan 
if and only if P is additively closed and for all x @ *P we have 
l*xEP or 1*x-‘EP; 
for details see [22]. It is an important fact that a homomorphism cp : K* --+ Z* x .i? is a 
chain signature if and only if there exist a total order Q c K, a valuation v compatible 
with Q and a homomorphism (p : v(K* ) + f such that 
cp = signQ x ((p 0 a) 
(see [30, Corollary 2; 7, Lemma 2.41). In particular, PI(~) := cp-‘(1 x 2) is a total 
order of K. More generally, for n E N we let 
P,(q) := cp_‘(l x nf), 
and we call a subset P c K* an order fan if there exist a chain signature cp of K and n E 
N such that P = P,(q). In this situation we have K*jP Z Z* x Z/kZ for some divisor 
k of n. We call k the level of P and denote it by t’(P). From [30, Theorem l] we see 
that an order fan P is either an ordering of higher level or there exists x E K such that 
PUxP is an ordering of higher level. We prefer to work with the notion of an order fan 
rather than with orderings of higher level, since this renders possible a homogeneous 
formulation of various Null- and Positivstellensltzen, as we will see later on. 
Let 9 be a set of primes and let cp be a chain signature of K. For a prime p let 
rep : Z* x f t & denote the canonical projection. We say that rp is of level 2 iff 
Furthermore, we call a maximal algebraic extension R > K to which cp extends to a 
chain signature 6 of level 9 an Z-real closure of (K, cp) and we say that K is real 
closed with respect to @. By [30, Theorem 171, K is unique up to K-isomorphism. 
Finally, we call KS-real closed if K is real closed with respect to some chain signature 
cp of level 9. 
We are now going to state the results about the valuation theory and model theory 
of Y-real closed fields which will be needed later on. In the case that 9 is finite, 
these results have already been proved in [8] and it should also be mentioned that for 
infinite sets 9 quite similar arguments as in [8] apply. However, working with chain 
signatures instead of orderings of higher level leads to some useful results which have 
no analogy in [S] (cf. (1.6)). 
We first recall (for details see [ 1,2,30]) that a field R is 9’ real closed if and only 
if R admits a real henselian valuation u such that 
(a) The residue field R, is real closed. 
(b) The value group I-, is q-divisible for all primes q # 56’. (1.1) 
(c) r,/pr, is cyclic of order p for all p E 9. 
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Let Y”(R) be the set of real valuation rings of R. We denote by K(R) c V(R) the 
set of henselian valuation rings V such that the canonical valuation associated with 
V satisfies (1.1). 
Proposition 1.1. Given an Z-real closed field R, then the following statements hold 
(1) Every real valuation of R is henselian. 
(2) Y(R) is totally ordered by inclusion. 
(3) q(R) is a convex subset of V(R). 
Proof. (1) Let v be a real valuation of R and let Q c R be a total order compatible 
with v. By [30, Theorem 181, there exists A E %(R) with archimedean real closed 
residue field. Let w be the canonical valuation associated with A. Since w is henselian, 
w is compatible with Q as well [24, Lemma 2.11. Hence, u and w are comparable. 
If v = w, we are done. So assume v # w. Then u is coarser than w, as the residue field 
of w is archimedean. Since w is henselian, this implies that v is henselian as well. 
(2) Let Q be a total order of R. Then any V E Y(R) is compatible with Q, by (I). 
Thus, Y’“(R) is totally ordered by inclusion. 
(3) Let V E q(R), v a corresponding valuation and w a valuation of R which is 
finer than v. Since v is henselian with real closed residue field Rv,v corresponds to a 
divisible convex subgroup d of &,,. Hence r, ?’ d $ r,. This shows that r, satisfies 
(1.1)(b) and (c). Now let W be the pushdown of w with respect to V. Since R, is real 
closed, W is a henselian valuation with real closed residue field R,. Since R, = R,, 
(1.1)(a) is fulfilled. Now the claim follows from (1). 0 
Next let (2) c N be the multiplicative semigroup with 1 generated by 2. Using 
(1 .l) and [30, Lemma 191, we get 
Corollary 1.2. Let (R, cp) be Z-real closed Then the following statements hold 
(1) If 2 $! 2, then R is a euclidean field. 
(2) Ij’2 E P’, then there exists c1 E R such that R2 U @R2 and R2 U --aR2 are the 
unique total orders of R. 
(3) P,(q) = PI(V)” for all n E N. 
(4) R*” U -R*” = {x E R 1 v(x) E nT,} for all n E N and v E -Y;(R). 
Next we will have a closer look at the valuations which are associated with a chain 
signature. Let P c K* be a preordering, i.e. P is a group under multiplication with 
P + P c P. A valuation ring V of K is called fully compatible with P if 1 + MV c P, 
where MV denotes the maximal ideal of V. In this case P induces a preordering P on 
the residue field V/Mr. If P is a total order, then we say that V trivializes P, denoted 
by V N/ P. Note that this implies V* c P U -P. Namely, let x E V*. Then we find 
a E fP n V* and m E Mr with x = a + m = a(1 + a-‘m) E fP, as a E fP, and 
1 + MV c P. B. Jacob proved that a preordering P c K is a valuation fan if and only 
if there exists a valuation ring V c K with V -t P [23, Theorem 11. 
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Now let cp be a chain signature of K. We say that a valuation ring V c K trivializes cp 
if V -t P( cp) := ker cp and denote by K( cp) the set of these valuation rings. According 
to [2], we set 
A(q) := {x E K I3n E N : n fx E P(q)}, 
Z(cp):={xEKIVnEN: l*nxEP(cp)}. 
By definition, P(q) is a valuation fan. Thus, A(p) is a valuation ring with maximal 
ideal I(q) which trivializes P(q) and the induced order on A(cp)/l(cp) is archimedean 
[9, Lemma 1.61. In particular, A(q) E K(q). We denote by wq the canonical valuation 
associated with A(q). 
Lemma 1.3. Let cp be a chain signature of K, Q := PI(P) and V c K a valuation ring 
with associated valuation v which is compatible with Q. Then the following statements 
are equivalent: 
(1) V E Wcp). 
(2) V corresponds to a convex subgroup A of wlp(P(cp)). 
(3) There exists a homomorphism $ : r, -+ i? such that cp = signQ x (I$ o v). 
Proof. (1) + (2): Let V E ^y;(cp). As in [8, p. 831 we see A(q) c V. Thus, V corre- 
sponds to a convex subgroup A of w&K*). Since V wf P(q) we have V* c P(q) U 
-P(q), hence A c w&P(cp)). 
(2)+(3): By [30, Corollary 21, there exists 4: I-WV + f such that q = signQ x 
(4 o w+,). Now the claim follows from A c w&P(p)) = ker 4. 
(3) + (1): Since cp = signp x ((p o v) and since v is compatible with Q, we have 
1 +Mv cP(cp) and V* cP(cp) U -P(p). Hence V E K;(q)). 0 
Let L be an extension field of K and let q, 4 be chain signatures of K, L, respec- 
tively. We write (L, I#I) >(K, cp) iff 4 is an extension of cp. The next result has useful 
applications in the later sections. 
Proposition 1.4. Let (L, 4) > (K, cp) b e an algebraic extension and let V c L be 
a valuation ring. Then V E K(4) if and only if V Cl K E C(q). 
Proof. First note that we have A($) n K = A(q), as 41~ = q. Let Q = PI(~). By 
Lemma 1.3(3) there exists 6 : r,, --+ f with 4 = signQ x ($ow$), Hence, ~~(P(cp)) = 
rWp n w~(PG#J)), as ~$1~ = wq and $ta = cp. Thus, from Proposition 1.3(2) we see 
that V -( C$ implies V n K -f q. Next assume V nK E T&( rp). Then V rl K corresponds 
to a convex subgroup A of w&P(q)). Let d” be the relative pure hull of A in w+(L*). 
Then 2 is a convex subgroup of w$(P(d)) and V corresponds to J, as L is algebraic 
over K. Hence V E K(4). 0 
From Lemma 1.3(2) it follows that %( rp) is totally ordered by inclusion with A( cp) 
as minimal element. We denote by J(q) the maximal element of K(q). Thus, J(p) 
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corresponds to the maximal convex subgroup d(cp) of w,(P(cp)). Hence, J(4) n 
K c J(q) for any extension (L, 4) > (K, cp) and there are examples with J(4) fl K # 
J(q). However, as an immediate consequence of Proposition 1.4 we have 
Corollary 1.5. Let (L, 4) I (K, q) be an algebraic extension. Then J(4) n K = J(q). 
Besides the valuation rings A(q), J(q) there are further valuation rings V E V(q) 
which are of importance. For p E _Y let 
‘pp := id x (71p o cp), 
where rrp : Z n -+ &, denotes the canonical projection. Obviously, we have ker cp = 
n ker ‘pp, thus J(q) = n J(Q). Now assume that R is Y-real closed. We denote 
by A(R),wR and J(R), vR the minimal and maximal element of K(R). Moreover, for 
p E 9 let 
A,(R) = maximal p-divisible convex subgroup of WR(R*) 
and let J,(R) be the valuation ring which correspond to A,(R). 
Proposition 1.6. For an Z-real closed field (R, q) we have 
(1) %(cp) = “G(R). 
(2) J(cp,) = J,(R) for all p E 9. 
Proof. (1) By [30, Theorem 181, we have A(q) = A(R). Let V E K(R). Then V 
corresponds to a divisible convex subgroup A of wq(R*), as the residue field of V 
is real closed. But then A c w&P(q)), hence V E K (cp) by Lemma 1.3. Next let 
V E *T’;(q) and let A c w&P(cp)) be the corresponding convex subgroup of w,JR* ). 
From Corollary 1.2(3) it follows that A is divisible. Hence, the residue field of V is 
real closed and the value group of V satisfies the conditions of (1 .l ), as A is a direct 
summand of w&R*) = WR(R*). Thus, VE”~;(R). 
(2) By Lemma 1.3, J(cp,) corresponds to the maximal convex subgroup A of 
w,(P(cpp)). Since A,(R) is p-divisible, we have A,(R) c A. Now Corollary 1.2(3) and 
the fact Q(cp) = Q((pp) show that A is p-divisible as well. Hence A,(R) = A. q 
In particular, we have seen that for an Y-real closed field (R, q) the valuation rings 
A(q), J(q) and J(cp,) do not depend on the choice of the chain signature cp. We are 
now prepared to state the model theoretic results we will need later on. First note that 
Corollary 1.2 implies the following fact. 
Corollary 1.7. Let (L, 4) > (R, rp) be an extension of Y-real closed fields and let 
n E (9). Then there exists an existential formula @, in the language of fields with 
parameters from R such that for all x E L we have 
x E P,(4) * L I= 
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Let R be Y-real closed. In order to prove the model theoretic results we have to 
distinguish two cases, namely whether the value group of J(R) is discretely ordered 
or not. Let us first assume that the value group of J(R) is not discretely ordered. Let 
L > R be an extension field and let cp be a chain signature of L. According to [8] we 
call cp admissible if the following statements hold: 
(Al) R is g-real closed with respect to (pIR. 
(A2) J(cp,) n R = J,(R) for all p E 2. 
We say that L is an admissible extension, if L admits an admissible chain signature. 
Note that (Al) implies that W&R*) is a pure subgroup of w&L*). 
Proposition 1.8. Let R be Z-real closed such that the value group of J(R) is not 
discretely ordered and let F be an admissible xtension of R. Then R is existentially 
closed in F with respect o the language of jields. 
Proof. Let cp be an admissible chain signature of F and let (L, 4) be an Y-real closure 
of (F, cp). In particular, &, is an extension of (pp for all p E 9. Hence, by Corollary 1.5 
we have 
J(&)nF =J(cp,) for all pE9. 
Thus, L is an admissible extension of R as well. Therefore, it is suITicient to show 
that R is e.c. in L. Note that A(L) n R = A(R). Thus, (L,w,) >(R, WR) is an extension 
of henselian valued fields. By the Ax-Kochen-Ershov Theorem and the model com- 
pleteness of the theory of real closed fields, it remains to show that m(R*) is e.c. in 
wL(L*). By (Al), (A2) and Corollary 1.2 and Proposition 1.6 we have 
(1) nwL(L*) fl WR(R*) = nw~(R*) for all n E N. 
(2) dP(L) fl WR(R*) = d,(R) for all p E 2. 
Next we need a result of Kargapolof on the model theory of ordered abelian groups. 
Given an abelian ordered group G and a prime p we let d,(G) denote the maximal 
p-divisible convex subgroup of G. Now let G c H be an extension of ordered abelian 
groups which satisfy the following conditions: 
(3) G, H are not discretely ordered. 
(4) G/pG E Z/pZ Z H /pH for all p E Y. 
(5) qG = G and qH = H for all qElP/_!C?. 
By [23] or [29, Theorem 6.91, G is an elementary substructure of H (with respect to 
the language of ordered groups) if and only if the following statements hold: 
(6) nHnG=nG for all n~lV. 
(7) d,(H) n G = d,(G) for all pi 8. 
(8) d,(H) = d,(H) w d,(G) = d,(G) for all p,qE 2. 
(9) d,(H) = (0) w d,(G) = (0) for all p~3. 
We will apply this result to our situation. By (l), (2) the extension WR(R*) C WL(L*) 
satisfies (6) and (7), whereas (8) and (9) may fail. We remove this problem as follows. 
By the same arguments as in the proof of [8, Lemma 4.41 we construct an ordered 
extension H of WL(L*) such that the extension WR(R*) c H satisfies (3)-(9). (In [8] 
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the existence of such an extension is shown only in the case that P’ is finite. But 
the same arguments apply to the infinite case.) But then WR(R*) is e.c. in WL(L*), as 
wR(R*) is an elementary substructure of H. 0 
Next let us assume that UR(R*) is discretely ordered. Then P = 2, where P C bd 
denotes the set of all prime numbers. We fix CI E R such that VR(E) is the minimal 
positive element of VR(R*). Let L > R be an extension field and let q be a chain 
signature of level P of L. We call q admissible if the following statements hold: 
(Dl) R is real closed with respect of ‘pIR. 
(D2) J(q) n R = J(R). 
(D3) Us is the minimal positive element of u&L*). 
Again we call L admissible if L admits an admissible chain signature cp. Then 
(L, uq) >(R, OR) is an extension of discretely valued fields. By the same arguments as 
above - using the valuation vq rather than wq - and the model completeness of the 
theory of Z-groups, we eventually obtain: 
Proposition 1.9. Let R be P-real closed such that JJ, is discretely ordered and let 
F be an admissible xtension of R. Then R is an elementary substructure of F with 
respect o the language of fields. 
2. An abstract Nullstellensatz 
The last results already allow us to derive an abstract Nullstellensatz for generalized 
real closed fields. Throughout this section let (R, cp) denote a fixed Z-real closed field. 
We first prove the following homomorphism theorem which corresponds to the Artin- 
Lang theorem for real closed fields. See also [8, Theorem (4.6)]. 
Theorem 2.1. Let V be an irreducible a&e variety over R. Given nl, . . . , nk E N and 
fl,..., ,fk ER[V], then the following statements are equivalent: 
(1) There exists a regular point x E V(R) such that fi(x) E P,,(cp) for all i E 
{l,...,k}. 
(2) R( V) admits an admissible xtension 4 of cp with fi E P,,,(4) for all i E { 1,. . . , k}. 
Proof. (1) + (2): Let x E V(R) be regular with fi(x) E P,,(q) for all i. Then the 
evaluation homomorphism e, : R[V] + R extends to a place 3, : R(V) + R U cc [3, 
Lemma 1.41. Let B be the valuation ring of 1. By [30, Lemma 91, there exists a chain 
signature 4 of R(V) fully compatible with B such that 
4(f) = cp(W)) for all fWV1 
Hence, q5 is an extension of cp and n(fi) = fi(x) implies fi E P,,(4) for all i E { 1,. . . , k}. 
It remains to show that C$ is admissible. Since 4 is fully compatible with B we have 
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A($)c B. Moreover, the residue field of B is just R. Hence, w&R*) is a convex 
subgroup of w+(R(V)*). But this implies that $I is admissible. 
(2) + (1): By (1.8), there exist existential formulas @,+ in the language of fields 
with parameters from R such that 
Furthermore, there is a formula Qreg of the same type such that XE V(R) is regular if 
and only if R /= Q&x). Thus, (1) can be equivalently expressed by 
@ = 3X[@,(X) A Q,,(X) A.. . A @&(X)1. 
Let 4 be an admissible extension of cp with fi E P,,(4) for all i and let (Ro, 40) 
be the P-real closure of (R(V), 4). By the choice of 4 we have (Ro,&) k @. By 
Corollary 1.5, (PO is an admissible extension of cp. Now Propositions 1.8 and 1.9 imply 
RF@. 0 
Next we endow the n-dimensional affine space A,(R) over R with the product topo- 
logy induced by the valuation WR. Note that every total order of R is compatible with 
WR. Hence the valuation topology coincides with each of the order topologies. Now 
let V be an affine variety over R. Then V(R) embeds into some affine space A,(R). 
In the sequel we will always assume that V(R) carries the induced subspace topology. 
In view of Theorem 2.1 the next result can be proved in the same way as for real 
closed fields (see [3, Lemma 1.51). 
Lemma 2.2. Let V be an irreducible ajtine variety over R and let U c V(R) be open. 
If U contains a regular point, then U is Zariski-dense in V 
Thus, we have the following result. 
Corollary 2.3. Let V be an irreducible ajffine variety over R. Then the following 
statements are equivalent: 
(1) V(R) is Zariski-dense in V. 
(2) V(R) contains a regular point. 
(3) R(V) is an admissible xtension of R. 
Next let A be an affine R-algebra, let V = Spec A and let Z c A be an ideal. As usual 
we set 
k&(I) := {xE V(R) ( f(x) = 0 for all fez}, 
$!( &(I)) := {SEA 1 f(x) = 0 for all xE &(I)}. 
For a prime ideal @ c A we denote by R( ,fo) the quotient field of A/@ and we call 
63 s-real if R(p) is an admissible extension of R. Hence, R is e.c. in R(p) if @ is 
Z-real. Later on we will show that the converse direction is true as well. Finally, for 
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any ideal I c A we set 
Radu(Z) := n @, 
where 63 runs through the z-real prime ideals lying over I. Note that for every 
x E &(I) the corresponding maximal ideal M, is Y-real, as R(M,) = R. Now the 
same arguments as in the proof of [8, Proposition 2.11, prove the following abstract 
Nullstellensatz (see also [13]). 
Proposition 2.4. For any ideal I c A we have 
QR( h(I)) = R&d0 
3. Admissible total orders 
In order to obtain a concrete version of the abstract Nullstellensatz 2.4 we have to 
characterize the Y-real prime ideals of an afhne R-algebra. In this section we will give 
several characterizations of the extension fields F > R which are admissible. We call a 
total order Q c F admissible, if there exists an admissible chain signature q5 of F with 
Q = PI(~). In the first step we will describe the admissible orderings of an extension 
field F > R. 
Throughout his section let F be a fixed extension field of the z-real closed field R. 
Simplifying the notion we will write w, u,&,c and A, rather than WR, us,&&,& and 
A,(R). Given a total order Q c F, we denote by WQ the natural valuation of Q and 
by r(Q) the corresponding value group. Note WQIR = w. Now let pi 9. If the value 
group of J(R) is not discretely ordered then let 
AP(Q) = convex hull of A, in r(Q). 
Otherwise, let yc denote the minimal positive element of K and let 
Ar(Q) = largest convex subgroup of r(Q) not containing ya. 
In the second case the definition of AP(Q) seems to be superfluous, as we have A,(Q) = 
A&Q) for all primes p,q E 2. But this notion is useful in order to prove the results 
of this section in a uniformed manner for all Y-real closed fields. Finally, we denote 
by u$ the canonical valuation which corresponds to AP(Q) c r(Q). 
Lemma 3.1. Let R be real closed with respect to cp and let C$ = signQ x npE9 &, 
be a chain signature of F which extends cp. If C$ is admissible, then there exist 
homomorphisms I#+, : r(Q)/Ap(Q) + $ such that 
C#J = signQ x rI (6 p O 06). 
Zf the value group of J(R) is not discretely ordered, then even the converse holds. 
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Proof. Let 4 be admissible and let p E 9. Then it follows from the definition 
of an admissible extension that JP(4) corresponds to a convex subgroup of r(Q) 
which contains AJQ). Hence, z$ trivializes signQ x &,. Now the claim follows from 
Lemma 1.3(3). Next assume that the value group of J(R) is not discretely ordered and 
that C$ has a representation of the above kind. Then A, c A,(Q) c wQ(ker &). This 
shows Ap(q4) fl w(R*) = A,, i.e. J(&,) n R = J,(R). Thus 4 is admissible. 0 
Next let p E 9 and rcP : r(Q) -+ r( Q)/A,(Q) the canonical projection. Obviously 
we have rcP(fW) %’ &/A,. In particular, T,/A, is a subgroup of r(Q)/Ap(Q). Finally, 
we fix a family (cc~)~~~ c R such that 
DL* $! fRP 
for all pE_!Y. 
Lemma 3.2. Let Q c F be a total order and assume that the value group of J(R) is 
not discretely ordered. Then the following statements are equivalent: 
( 1) Q is admissible. 
(2) For all XE F and PE 9 we have wQ(6tpx’) $! A,(Q). 
(3) T,/A, is a p-pure subgroup of r(Q)/Ap(Q) for all pi 9. 
Proof. (1) =+ (2): Since Q is admissible, there exists an admissible chain signature 4 
with Q = PI (4). By Lemma 3.1 we have a representation 
q!~ = signQ x 
( ) 
n (“,o$) . 
FEZ 
Furthermore, alp # fRP implies alp $Z G(4). In particular, v;(oL~) is not divisible by p 
in r(Q)/Ap(Q). This implies (2). 
(2) + (3): Let p E 9. Then (T,/A,)/p(T,/A,) E Z/pZ and this group is generated 
by ~(a,)+ p(T,/A,). Thus, it is sufficient to show vG(q,) $Z p(I’(Q)/A,(Q)). But this 
follows from (2). 
(3) + (1): Let Qs := Q n R and let R be real closed with respect to cp = signgo x 
n ‘pp. Since &/A, = v,(R*), cp induces a homomorphism @,:&,/A, + zp such that 
‘Pzsi@Qo ’ n(@povP) 
by Lemma 1.3. Since zp is pure injective and since &/A, is a p-pure subgroup of 
r( Q)/Ap( Q), ‘pp extends to a homomorphism 
& : r(Q)lAp(Q) --$ &,. 
Then 
I/ := signQ x 
0 (&+a;) > 
is an admissible extension of cp, by Lemma 3.1. 0 
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Proposition 3.3. Let Q c F be a total order and assume that the value group of J(R) 
is not discretely ordered. Then Q is admissible if and only if 
(*) (t2 -$x”). (1 - ol;x*p)~Q 
for all XEF,~EY and tEJ,(R)*. 
Proof. First assume that Q is admissible. Let x E F and t E J,(R)*. We distinguish 
two cases. If t2 - c$x2p E Q, then we(c$x2P) 2 we(t*). By Lemma 3.2 we have 
w&;x*~) G 4(Q). H ence, we(c$x@) > 0, as we(t) E A,(Q). Thus 1 - c$x* E Q. 
Next assume a2x2P - 
P 
t* E Q. Then we(orjx2J’) L we(t2) E AP(Q). Now the same 
argument as above shows we(c$x2J’) < 0. Hence 01; x*J’ - 1 E Q. Thus, any admissible 
order of F is of the desired form. Conversely, let Q c F be a total order satisfying 
(*). By Lemma 3.2 it is sufficient to prove wp($x2P) $! d,(Q) for all XEF. We first 
2 assume 1 - 01; x2p E Q. Then t* - apx *P E Q for all t E J,(R)*. Hence, 0 5 we(ai x2P) 
and wp(t) 5 we(a2x2p) for all tap(R)*, which implies we(aix2P) $! AP(Q). The case 
a2x2p - 1 E Q can be treated in the same manner. 0 
It remains to consider the case that the value group of J(R) is discretely ordered. 
Choose a E R such that v(a) is the minimal positive element of v(R)*. While dealing 
only with the discrete case we write A(Q) and vQ rather than Ap(Q) and v& as 
dp(Q) = A4(Q) and vg = v; for all primes p,q. Finally, let XEF. If x2 # a then let 
y(x) := ?- 
x2 -a’ 
Otherwise we define y(x) := 1. 
Lemma 3.4. Let A be P-real closed such that the value group of J(R) is discretely 
ordered and let Q c F be a total order. Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
Q is admissible. 
wQ(a) + A(Q) is the minimal positive element of r(Q)/A(Q). 
wQ(ay(X)“)>ofor aff nEN and xEF. 
wQ(ay(X)“) 2 0 for aff n E N and x E F. 
wQ(ay(X)4) 2 0 for all xEF. 
Proof. The implications (1) =S (2) and (3) + (4) + (5) are obvious. 
(2) 3 (3): Let XEF and IE E N. If wQ(X) < 0 or wQ(a) 5 we(X), then wQ(y(X)) 2 0, 
hence wQ(ay(X)“) > 0. Next assume 
(*) 0 < wQ(x) < we(a). 
It is sufficient to show wQ(y(X)) E A(Q), since this implies wQ(ay(X)“) > 0. If wQ(X) E 
A(Q), then wQ(y(x)) = -we(X) E A(Q). Next assume WQ(X) $! A(Q). Then wQ(a) - 
wQ(X> E A(Q) and WQ(a) < 2wQ(X), by (2) and (*). Hence, wQ(y(X)) = WQ(X) - 
wQ(a)EA@). 
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(5) + (4): We first show that (5) implies w&c2) # we(a) for all XEF. Namely, if 
we(~) 5 w&x2), then 
0 5 wQ(ay(x)4) = wQ('X>+WQ(y(X)4)< 4wQ(x)- 3wQ(a). 
Hence wQ(x2) > we(a). This implies that for all xEF we have 
(*) wQ(Y(x))=-wQ(X) or wQ(Y(X))=wQ(X)-wQ(a). 
Now assume by way of contradiction that there are x EF and n E N with wQ(ay(x)“) 
< 0. We have already seen that this implies 0 < we(x) < we(a). According to (*) 
we will distinguish two cases. 
(a) WQ(y(X)) = -wQ(x): By our assumptions we have 
(**) 0 < 4wQ(X) < wQ(a) < awe(X). 
Let k E N be minimal such that 2kwQ(x) > we(a). From (**) we know 2wQ(x) < 
iwQ(a). Hence, 
2kWp(X) = 2(k - l)WQ(X) + 2wQ(x) < wQ(a) + $Q(“) = ;WQ(@.) 
which implies 
kwQ(X) - we(a) < -$wQ(a). 
Recall that wQ(x2k) > WQ(@.). Hence, 
wQb(X?)= kwQ(X)-wQ(Cf) < -+Q(d 
which implies the contradiction 
wQ(ay(xk)4) = wQ(a) + 4(kwQ(X) - we(a)) < wQ(a) - wQ(a) = 0. 
(b) wQ(y(X)) = we(x) - wQ(a) < 0: Let J’ = LXX-'. Note that wQ(x2) > we(a). 
Hence, 0 < wQ(y2) < WQ(M) and 
wQ(r(.Y)) = -wQ(y) =wQ(X)-wQ(m) =wQ(y(X)). 
In particular, wQ(ay(y)" ) < 0. Therefore we are back in the first case. 
(4) 3 (2): By [18, Lemma 2.31, we have to show that uQ(y(x)) 2 0 for all x E F. 
Let x E F and assume vQ(y(x)) 5 0. Since wQ(ay(X)“) > 0 for all n E N, we get 
wQ(y(x))Ed(Q), by the maximality of d(Q). Hence vQ(y(x)) = 0. 
(2) + (1): First note that uQ is an extension of u. From (2) and Corollary 1.2 
it follows that v(R*) is a pure subgroup of UQ(F*). Let Qa := Q II R and let R be 
real closed with respect o qn = signQu x (40 0 0). Then @ : o(R* ) + f extends to a 
homomorphism 4 : vo(F*) --+ f, as f is pure injective. Now let 
4 := signQ x (4 0 UQ). 
Then it follows from the construction that 4 is admissible. q 
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This result leads to the following characterization of admissible orders (see also 
VW 
Proposition 3.5. Let R be P-real closed such that the value group of J(R) is discretely 
ordered. Then a total order Q c F is admissible if and only if 
(*) 1 f cly(~)~ E Q 
for all x E F. 
Proof. Let x E F. We first assume that Q is admissible. Then Lemma 3.4(3) shows 
we(a+)4) > 0. Hence 1 f ar(x)4 E Q. Conversely, assume that Q satisfies (*). Then 
we(ar(x)4) > 0. Now apply Lemma 3.4(5). 0 
Given a subset U of F we denote by (U) c F the semiring with 1 generated by U. 
The last results motivate the following definitions. First assume that the value group 
of J(R) is not discretely ordered. Then let 
S(F) := (F’, {(t2 - aix*)(l - a~x2P)IpEY, XEF, tEJ,(R)*}). 
If the value group of J(R) is discretely ordered let 
S(F) := (F’,{l ~I=ay(x)~ IxEF}). 
Theorem 3.6. Let F > R be an extension field. Then 
S(F) = nQ, 
where Q ranges over the admissible total orders of F. 
Proof. Let X be the intersection of the admissible total orders of F. First assume 
- 1 E S(F). Then S(F) = F = X, as F admits no admissible order by Propositions 3.3 
and 3.5. Hence, it remains to consider the case -1 $! S(F). Then S(F) is a preordering, 
hence equal to the intersection of all total orderings lying above S(F). Now apply 
Propositions 3.3 and 3.5. 0 
Corollary 3.7. Given an extension F > R, the following statements are equivalent: 
(1) -1 @S(F). 
(2) F is admissible. 
(3) R is e.c. in F. 
Proof. The implications (1) =+ (2) and (2) =+ (3) follow from Theorem 3.6 and 
Propositions 1.8 and 1.9. Next assume that R is e.c. in F. By Theorem 3.6, we have 
S(R) = R2, hence -1 9 S(R). If -1 ES(F), then it follows from the definition of S(F) 
that there exists an existential formula @ in the language of fields with parameters from 
R with F t= CD such that 
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for any extension field L of R. Since R is e.c. in F, this implies the contradiction 
-YES. q 
From Corollary 3.7 and the definition of a Z-real prime ideal we immediately 
get: 
Corollary 3.8. Let A be a R-algebra and @ c A a prime ideal. Then the following 
statements are equivalent: 
(1) @ is Y-real. 
(2) R is e.c. in R(g). 
(3) -1 $StR(@)). 
So far we have seen that R is e.c. in an extension field F iff the semiring S(F) 
is a preordering of F and we will need the semiring S(F) for the characterization of 
positive definite regular functions. But in order to decide whether R is e.c. in F it is 
even sufficient to check whether a certain submodule of S(F) is anisotropic. In the 
next step we will prove this result which considerably simplifies the formulation of the 
Nullstellensatz for generalized real closed fields. 
Let T c F be a preordering. Recall that a subset M c F is called a T-module if 
REM, OEM, MfMcM, T.McM 
(see [12, 41). If M fl -M = {0}, then M is called anisotropic. Finally, an anisotropic 
c F2-module S with S U 4 = F is called a semiordering of F. Now we consider the 
following modules M(F) C S(F). If the value group of J(R) is not discretely ordered, 
then let 
M(F) := x$” +cg:(t; - c+f”)(l - +y) 
i i 
PiEZ tiEJp,(R)*yxi,&:,giEF . 
Otherwise, let 
M(F) := C$” + Cgf(l f ay(xi)4) . 
j i 
Note that M(F) is a xF2-module. 
Proposition 3.9. Let F > R be an extension jield. Then R is e.c. in F if and only if 
-1 @M(F). 
Proof. Assume that R is e.c. in F. Then -1 $M(F) c S(F), by Corollary 3.7. Next 
assume - 1 $Z M(F). Since 2 F2 - C F2 = F, M(F) n -M(F) is an ideal of F. Thus, 
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M(F) is anisotropic. By [12, Folgerung 1.91, or [4, (l.l)] there exists a semiordering 
S >M(F). Now set 
A(S):= {aEF]nfaES for some nEN}. 
By [4, (1.2)] or [26, (7.13)], A(S) is a valuation ring and S induces an archimedean 
total order on the residue field of A(S). Let Q c F be a total order compatible with 
A(S) which has the same pushdown with respect to A(S) as S. Note that A(S) is the 
valuation ring of wQ. We claim that Q is admissible. We distinguish two cases: 
(1) The value group of J(R) is not discretely ordered. Let x E F and p E d%: By 
Lemma 3.2(3) we have to show that WQ(LY~XP) @ Ap(Q). This just means that for all 
t E.&(R)* we have 
Since wQ(t) 5 wQ(apx’) 5 0 implies 0 < wQ($(xt-l)P) 5 wQ(tvP), we may assme 
w.1.o.g. that 0 5 wQ(c$xP),wQ(t). First assume by way of contradiction that WQ(C~~X~)= 
0. Then there exists n E N such that 
n2 - $x2p E S\(O) and n2t$x2P - 1 E S\(O). 
On the other side, we have (n4 - n2c$x2P)( 1 - n2c$x2p) ES. Hence, we get the con- 
tradiction 
0 # (n2 - u;X2p)(n2u;X2p - 1)ESn -s = (0). 
Therefore, it remains to consider the case O<wQ(ccpxJ’),wQ(t). Now let p := aPxP. 
Since M(F) c S we have 
(2 - /P)( 1 - /?2) = tZ + p4 - /P( 1 + t2) E s. 
Now F2.ScS and S+ScS imply 
lf/?2----- 
1+t2 ES 
t2+p . 
Since wQ(t2)>0 and by the definition of A(S) we get 
By assumption we have wQ@)>O. Hence, wQ(f12) 2 wQ(t2)>wQ(t). Thus Q is ad- 
missible. 
(2) The value group of J(R) is discretely ordered. Let x E F. Then 
1 f ~ly(x)~ E M(F) c S 
which shows WQ(U~(X)~) > 0. Now apply Lemma 3.4(5). 0 
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4. Admissible order fans 
In the last section we have been concerned with the characterization of the admissi- 
ble total orders of an extension FIR and these results will be used to derive a concrete 
version of the Nullstellensatz for Z-real closed fields. In order to obtain Positivstel- 
lens&e for these fields we will need similar results about order fans. Let P c F be an 
order fan of level n E (2). We call P admissible if there exists an admissible chain 
signature 4 of F with P = P,(4). It is the goal of this section to characterize the 
intersection of the admissible order fans of level n of F. However, this requires some 
preliminaries. 
First let Sper,,F c SperF be the subspace of admissible total orders of F, where 
SperF denotes the real spectrum of F (see [ll, Ch. 71). It follows from (3.3) and 
(3.5) that Sper,F is closed in SperF. Thus we have 
Proposition 4.1. Sper-F is a compact subspace of SperF. 
Given n E (Y), we set 
X,(F) := nP, 
where P ranges over the admissible order fans of level n of F. We are going to give 
another characterization of the preordering X,(F). Recall, if Q E Sper,F and p E 3, 
then ui denotes the valuation which corresponds to Ap(Q) c r(Q) (see Section 3). 
Proposition 4.2. Given n = npCz p kp E (9) and x E S(F), the following statements 
are equivalent: 
(1) x e&(F). 
(2) pkp Iv@) for all Q E Sper, F and p E 8. 
Proof. (1) + (2): Suppose there exists Q E Sper,F and p E 9 such that v#) $Z 
pk~vG(F*). Then kp >O, i.e. p is a divisor of n. We will show that this implies 
x @X,(F). Let 4 be an admissible chain signature of F with Q = PI(~). By Lemma 3.1 
we find a representation 
Choose y E v$(F*) and k E NO such that 
y $! pvG(F*) and pky = vi(x). 
Note k < kp. Therefore, it is sufficient o construct a homomorphism y? : v@*) -+ & 
such that 
QfP 
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is an admissible chain signature and 
$(Y) G P&J. 
We proceed as follows. Since (r, /AP)/(pTW /AP) g Z /pZ, we have an epimorphism 
rc : r, /AP + Z /pZ with 
kern = pT, /AP. 
Since Q is admissible, I’,‘,/A, is a p-pure subgroup of $(F*) by Lemmas 3.2 and 
3.4. Hence, rc extends to a homomorphism cpt : ug(F*) 4 E /pZ such that 
Next we argue as in the proof of [30, Proposition 51. Since o$F*) is torsion-free and 
E/p”H is of finite exponent, we have Ext($(F*), Z/p”Z) = 0 for all n E BJ. Hence, 
there exists a family (qn),,,2 of homomorphisms (P,, : $(F*) + Z/p?? such that for 
all n, m E BJ with n <m the following diagram commutes: 
-\/ 
(pm % 
0; (F*> 
Since $ = lim, Z /p”Z there exists a homomorphism 1+5 : v$(F*) + &, such that for 
all n E N the following diagram commutes: 
where ‘II, : f + Z /pV denotes the canonical projection. From this we see t&y) # pf. 
Now let 
C$ = sign, x 
( 1 
J&q x (tioo$. 
4ZP 
It remains to show that 6 is admissible. From the above diagrams we see that Il/(r’, /Ap) 
is a p-pure subgroup of %. Moreover, the restriction of $ to r, /Ap is injective. Hence, 
R is real closed with respect o $,, (see also [30, Theorem lo]). If G is not discretely 
ordered then Lemma 3.1 shows that 4 is admissible. So assume that r, is discretely 
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ordered. Then J(J) = J,(J) for all q E P. But J,(4) = J4(4) for q # p. Thus J(4) = 
J(4). Since 4 is admissible we see that 6 is admissible as well. 
(2) + (1): Let 4 = signQ x (IJE&& o ug)) be an admissible chain signature of F. 
Since x E S(F), we have x E J&(4) for all p E Yip. Hence, 
Remark 4.3. Again let x E S(F). One might hope that x lies in X,(F) if and only if 
x E S(F) and 2njug(x) for all Q E Sper,F and p E 55’. Unfortunately, this is not true. 
For example, let 9 = {3,5} and let G = Z5 $ Z3 be lexicographically ordered with 
23 4 Zs, Then R := [W((G)) is a T-real closed field with (0) = 43 c As. Choose t E R 
with 0 <u(t) E 43 and let X, Y be algebraically independent over R. We consider the 
field 
F = R(X, Y)( d-, d-, m ). 
Let z := m. Note that t&(Y) = 0 for all Q E Sper9F. Hence, for Q E Sper,F we 
have 
3/&X6) and 5ju$?) = ui(z5). 
Thus X6 EXIS(F). But let QO c R(X, Y) be a total order such that YE QO and 
r(Qo> = zw,(x> @ z5 @ z3 @ zwQo(y) 
with lexicographic order. Then Qo extends to an admissible total order Q of F. By the 
choice of QO we have 43(Q) = (0). But then 
+(x6) = wQ(x6) = 5wQ(z) - WQ( Y) $ W(Q). 
In addition to Proposition 4.2 we will need the following result. 
Lemma 4.4. Let x E S(F). Then 210$) for all p E 5? and Q E Sper,. 
Proof. Obviously, it is sufficient to show we(x) l 2r(Q) for all x ES(F) and Q E 
Sper,F. First assume that the value group of J(R) is not discretely ordered. By the 
definition of S(F) we have only to show that the claim is true for all x E S(F) of the 
form 
X = (tZ - $z2P)( 1 - c&q P 
with p E 9, t EJJ(R)* and z E F. Note we(t) E AJQ). Since Q is admissible, we 
have 
(*) wQ($z2P)6 4(Q), 
by Lemma 3.2(2). In particular wQ($Z2P)#0. First assume wQ($Z2’)<0. 
Then wQ(c$z2P) < WQ(t2), by (*). Hence, we(x) = 2wQ($Z2’). Conversely, assume 
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w~(c$z~p)>O. Then (*) implies w~(‘~)<w~(c$z~~). Hence we(x) = we(t2) l 2r(Q). 
Next assume that the value group of J(R) is discretely ordered. By the definition of 
S(F) it is sufficient to prove the claim for all x E S(F) of the form 
x = 1 f q(z)4 
with z E F. By Lemma 3.4(3) we have wp(ay(~)~) > 0. Hence we(x) = 0. 17 
Given p E %’ and Q E Sper,F, we denote by I$’ the valuation ring of vi. Then let 
HP := n J$, 
where Q ranges over the admissible total orders of F. In particular, HP contains the 
real holomorphy ring II(F) of F which is a Ptifer ring (see [3]). Hence, HP is a 
Priifer ring as well [ 17, (11.9)]. Furthermore, we define 
HP’ := Hp* n S(F), 
where Hz denotes the group of units of Hp. We will use the groups HP+ in order to ob- 
tain the desired description of X,(F). So we first have to find a suitable characterization 
of HP+. 
Proposition 4.5. Let p E 9. If the value group of J(R) is not discretely ordered we 
have 
t&4(R)*, YES . 
Otherwise, 
Proof. We first consider the case that the value group of J(R) is not discretely ordered. 
Let x E F. First assume that x is contained in the set on the right-hand side. Let 
Q E Sper,F. Then v;(t) = ug(t’) = 0, as t, t’ E.&(R)*. This already implies u;(x) = 0. 
Next assume x E HP+ and let Q E Sper,F. By the definition of v& we find tQ EJ,(R)* 
with 1 <Q t$ and 
te2 <Qx<Q t;. 
Thus, we have an open covering 
By Proposition 4.1, there exist finitely many tl, . . . , tl E {tQ 1 Q E Sper, F} such that 
Sper,F = b {P(tz:‘<px<pt?}. 
i=l 
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Now let t := c t,?. Then te2 <QX <Q t2 for all Q E Sper,F. Hence, we find s E S(F) 
with 
t2 -x 
p-8 
x-t-2 . 
Now a simple computation gives 
_2t4+s 
x=t - 
l+s’ 
It remains to consider the case that the value group of J(R) is discretly ordered. Let 
x E HP+. Recall that we have fixed a E R such that u(a) is the minimal positive element 
of u(R*). Let Q c F be an admissible total order. Then us = 0 <$(a) and therefore 
the definition of ~6 implies 
U2<~X”<~N 
-2 
for all n E N. As above we now see that for all n E /V there is some s, E S(F) with 
(*I 
u-4 + s, 
x” zzz a2 ~ 
1+s,. 
Conversely, assume that for all n E f+J we have a representation of x” as in (*). Then 
(**I 
a-2 -X” 
x” - u2 E S(F) 
for all n E N. By the definition of UC we have to show that (**) implies 
a2 <Q X” <Q u-2. 
Assume by way of contradiction that a-2 - x” <Q 0. Then 1 <Q C2 <QX”. Hence, 
x” - a2 >Q 0 which contradicts (**). Now apply again (**) in order to get a2 <Q x” <Q 
am2. 0 
Finally, we will need the following result. 
Lemma 4.6. Let m c HP be a maximal ideal. Then (HP),,, = Gp for some Q E Sper9 F. 
Proof. For Q E Sper,F let mQ := HP fl ibfQ, where MQ denotes the maximal ideal of 
$. Given a E HP let 
C(a) := {Q E Sper9F 1 a E me}. 
We first show that C(a) is closed in Sper,F. Assume that the value group of J(R) is 
not discretely ordered. Then a E mQ if and only if 
t2 -a2EQ for all tEJ,(R)*. 
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Next we consider the discrete case. Since Q is admissible, u:(a) is the minimal positive 
element of u$(F*), by Lemma 3.4. Thus, u;(a)>0 if and only if u~(Dz)<u~(u~). But 
this is equivalent o 
01~ - a4 E Q. 
Thus, in both cases C(a) is proconstructible, hence closed in Sper2F. Now let m C HP 
be a maximal ideal. Since 
we have 
(*) mC u “Q. 
QcSper,F 
Let a l,...,u,Em. Then CuTEm and by (*) we find QESper2F with CafEme. 
But then a 1,. . . ,a, E mQ, as mQ is real. Hence, 
We already know that the sets C(ui) are closed. Now (**) and the compactness of 
Sper,F imply that there exists Q E Sper,F with m C mQ. But then m = mQ, as m is 
maximal. 0 
We are now ready to prove the characterization of X,(F) we are looking for. 
In contrast o the intersection of the admissible total orders of F, the structure of 
the preordering X,(F) depends essentially on the structure of R. So we first will treat 
the simplest case. Let us call R homogeneous Y-real closed, if d,,(R) = d,(R) for all 
p, q E 2. For example, if 9 = {p} or the value group of J(R) is discretely ordered, 
then R is homogeneous. In particular, R((X)) . IS a homogeneous P-real closed field. 
Now suppose R is homogeneous T-real closed. Then ul = ui for all Q E Sper,F and 
p,q E 9. Hence, HP = Hq for all p,q E 9. Thus, we shall write UQ and H+ rather 
than u; and Hp’. Given n E (A?), we set 
n if n is odd, 
n * .- .- 
!! 
2 if n is even, 
Finally, let 
S,,(F) := H+ c F2”‘. 
Theorem 4.7. Let R be homogeneous L?-real closed and let F be an extension of R. 
Then 
where P ranges over the admissible order funs of level n of F. 
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Proof. Let Q be an admissible total order of F. We first assume x E S,(F). Then 
V&X) = ue(s.C fF*) E 2n*u~(F*) for some fi E F and E E H+. Hence, x E X,,(F) by 
Proposition 4.2 and the definition of n*. Conversely, let x E X,(F). Again by Propo- 
sition 4.2 and Lemma 4.4, there exist f~ E F and EQ E V$ with x-’ = &Q . fg’“‘. 
We now argue as in the proof of [3, Lemma 1.81. Let &fQ be the maximal ideal 
of VQ. Then VQ = H ,Q”H. Hence, there exist E~,EZ E H\MQ with EQ = EI/EZ. Thus, 
x-r = (&I * E2 2”‘-‘)(fe . E2)-2n*. So we may assume w.1.o.g. that EQ E H\A~Q. Let 
I c H be the ideal generated by {x-~_@* IQ E Sper,F}. Since ~-‘f$* E H\MQ for 
all Q E Sper,F we have 1 = H, by Lemma 4.6. Thus, there exist finitely many 
fly..., h E F such that 
(1) ==x-l(f:n’,...,f:n’). 
Given ul,..., a, E F, let (al,..., a,) denote the fractional ideal of H generated by 
al,..., a,. Now the same arguments as in the case of the real holomorphy ring show 
that we have the relation 
(&..,a;) = (a1 ,...,a$ = (c ut) 
(see [3, 1oc.cit.l). Hence, we get 
(1) =x-l (c f;;“). 
Thus, there exists ~1 E H* with x = ~1 C J;‘“‘. Now x E X,(F) c S(F) implies ~1 E 
H* r3 S(F) = H+. Hence x E S,(F). 0 
Remark 4.8. For later applications we mention a further representation of x. Let 
x = El c f;.‘n*, 
with ~1 E H+. Applying [3, Theorem 1.91, we find 91,. . . , gk E F and a positive unit EO 
of the real holomorphy ring H(F) of F with CAT’* = EO(C gi>“. Since H(F) c H, 
we have EO E H+. Hence, we have found E E H+ with 
E > 
n’ 
X=& si’ . 
Next we consider the general situation. Given p, q E 9 we write p - q iff Ap = A,. 
Of course, N defines a equivalence relation on _Y. We denote by [p] the equivalence 
class of p E 9. Moreover, _Y/ N is totally orderd by [p] < [q] iff Ap c A,. Given 
n = n pkp E (9) and a prime divisor p of n we define 
nP := n qkq 
~l%M~bl 
Note, if R is homogeneous, then nP = n for all p dividing n as [p] = L.Z. Next choose 
prime divisors ~1,. . . , pl of n such that 
[PI1 < [P21 < ... < [P/l 
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and [p,] U . . U [p/l contains all prime divisors of n. Now let 
S,(F) = H; . (H,:)n;l . . . . . (Z-I;+ c F’“*. 
Theorem 4.9. Let F be an extension field of R. Then 
G(F) = nP, 
where P ranges over the admissible order fans of level n of F. 
Proof. Let Q be an admissible total order of F and let p E 9 be a prime divisor 
of n. We first assume x E S,(F). Then there exist cj E HP: and fi E F such that 
qgx) = 0; ( 
* 
q . $1 . . . . . q-1 . 
Cf. ) 
,*n* . 
First note that vi(si) = 0 for all i with [pi] 5 [p]. Next assume [p] < [pi]. Then 
vL($‘) E np,_,vl(F*) by Lemma 4.4. Hence, privy as pbInpz_,. Now apply 
Proposition 4.2. Conversely, assume x E X,(F). Let p,q be prime divisors of n with 
[q] < [p] and let Q E Sper,F. Then qkqlvz(x) and pk~~v~(x), by Proposition 4.2. 
Since vi is coarser than vz we see qkqlv~(x). Hence, nplvL(x). Now apply Lemma 4.4 
in order to get: 
2n,*lvQ(x) for all pin. (4.1) 
In particular, 2n,*,JvQ’(x). By the definition of np, we have 2n” = 2$,. Applying the 
same arguments as in the proof of Theorem 4.7 we find EI E HP: and fi E F such that 
x = El c jj?n*. (4.2) 
From (4.1) we know 2$_, I$-‘(x). Hence 2n;,_, IVY-’ by (4.2). Again apply the 
same arguments as in Theorem 4.7 and Remark 4.8 in order to get EI_I E HP;_, and 
gj E F with 
a;,_, 
&[ = El-1 E > s; . 
Since HP,_, c HP,, we see Cgj E H$. Thus, 
E[ E H;_,(H,:)“;l-1. (4.4) 
Since $+/-, I$_, it follows from (4.1)-(4.3) that 2np*i_2(v~‘-*(.s~_i). Now the same 
argument as above shows 
cl-1 E H,t_z(H;_, )+,. (4.5) 
Repeating this process we eventually obtain 
x~H,t.(H;)~;l . . . . . (ff-+ . c F*“*. 0 
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As an immediate consequence of the preceding results we get: 
Corollary 4.10. Given an extension field F of R, then the following statements are 
equivalent: 
(1) F is admissible. 
(2) -1 @ S(F). 
(3) -1 e&(F) for some n E (9). 
(4) -1 6 S,(F) for all n E (9). 
5. The Nullstellensatz for Z-real closed fields 
In Section 3 we have seen that a Y-real closed field R is e.c. in an extension field 
F if and only if a certain module of F is anisotropic. We will use this fact in order to 
derive a concrete version of the Nullstellensatz for Y-real closed fields. To this end 
we first have to show how modules in rings give rise to radically closed ideals. 
Let A be a commutative ring with unit. A subset M CA is called a CA2”-module 
if 
0,l EM, M+McM, A2”.Mcit4. 
We call M anisotropic if - 1 $ M. Now let Z c A be an ideal. Z is called M-convex if 
for all m,m’ E M we have 
m+m’EZ * m,m’EZ. 
Note that - 1 E it4 implies that A admits no proper M-convex ideal. Now let M c A 
and Z c A be as above. We call 
rad.&Z) := {f E A ) f2nk + m E Z for some k E RJ, m E M}, 
the M-radical of I. Note that for a M-convex prime ideal @ c A we have kr, = rad,& 63). 
The following result generalizes [8, Proposition 2.41. 
Proposition 5.1. Let M be a C A2”-module and Z c A an ideal, Then 
r&4(Z) = n B, 
where @ ranges over the M-convex prime ideals lying over I. 
Proof. First assume -1 E M. Then 0 = 12” - 1 E I. Thus, radM(Z) = A and the 
claim follows, as A admits no proper M-convex prime ideal. Hence, assume that M is 
anisotropic. Obviously, radM(Z) is contained in the intersection on the right-hand side. 
So let f E A with f 6 rad&Z). We have to find a M-convex prime ideal p with 
f 6 p. In the quotient ring Af we consider the C A?-module 
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Note that f $ radM(Z) implies 1 +Mf n ZAf = 0. In particular, A$ is an anisotropic Af- 
module. Choose an ideal @ > ZAZ of Af which is maximal with respect o the property 
1 + Mf rl @ = 8. Then @ is a Mf-convex prime ideal, by [ 10, Proposition 31. Let @a 
be the contraction of @ to A. Then @O is M-convex with Z c ~0 and f # go. 0 
This result leads to the following notion. Let K be any field and Y an affine vari- 
ety over K. We call a subset ii4 c K[ V] a deciding-module of VIK if the following 
statements hold: 
(1) M is a C K[ VI’“-module for some n E BJ. 
(2) For all prime ideals @ c K[V], K is e.c. in the quotient field K(p) if and only 
if @ is M-convex. 
Given an ideal Z c K[ V] let 
&(I) = {x E V(K) 1 f(x) = 0 for all f E I}, 
Z&(&(Z)) = {f E K[V] 1 f(x) = 0 for all x E VKU)). 
As an immediate consequence of Proposition 5.1 and [8, Proposition 2.11 we get: 
Corollary 5.2. Let K be a field, V an afine variety over K,Z c K[V] an ideal and 
M c K[ V] a deciding module of V IK. Then 
WV,(Z)) = =&4(Z). 
Now let A be an algebra over the Y-real closed field R. According to Proposition 3.9 
we consider the following CA2-modules. If the value group of J(R) is not discretely 
ordered, then let M[A] be the CA2-module generated by 
( t2x2p - $y2P)(x2P - c$y2P), 
with p E 9, t E.&(R)* and X, y E A. Otherwise, let M[A] be the C A2-module generated 
by 
(x2 - cIy2)4 f a(xy)4 
with x,y E A. 
Let Z c A be an ideal. We denote by M[A]/Z c A/Z the image of M[A] with respect 
to the canonical projection A --P A/Z. The following properties of the module M[A] 
follow immediately from the definitions. 
Lemma 5.3. Let A be an R-algebra and @ c A a prime ideal. Then the following 
statements hold: 
(1) WAIIP = NA/al. 
(2) MFW)I = WWQ)). 
(3) For all m E M(R( ~3)) there exists f E A/@\(O) with f 2m E M[A]/@. 
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Lemma 5.4. A prime ideal @ c A is Y-real if and only if p is M[A]-conuex. 
Proof. Let @ c A be Y-real. Then - 1 $! M(R(p))=M[R(@)] by Proposition 3.9 and 
Lemma 5.3. Thus M[R(a)] is an anisotropic CR(p)2-module. Hence, m + m’ E @ 
implies m,m’ E M for all m,m’ E M[A]. Conversely, assume that @ is M[A]-convex. In 
particular, M[A] is anisotropic. Then it follows from Lemma 5.3( 1) and [lo, Lemma 
l] that M[A/@] is a C(A/@)2-module with M[A/@] n -M[A/@] = (0). Now Lemma 
5.3(3) implies -1 # M(R(@)). Hence, R is e.c. in R(p), by Proposition 3.9. Now 
apply Corollary 3.8. 0 
We are now prepared for the final formulation of the Nullstellensatz for generalized 
real closed fields. Let V be an affine variety over R. By Lemma 5.4, M[R[V]] is a 
deciding module for V]R. Now Corollary 5.2 implies the following Nullstellensatz for 
Y-real closed fields. 
Theorem 5.5. Let V be an a&e variety over an Y-real closed field R and let 
I c R[V] be an ideal. Then 
3~( &(I)) = {f E R[ V] 1 f 2k + m E I for some k E N and m E M[R[ VI]}. 
6. Some special cases of 9-real closed fields 
In this section we consider some special cases which admit a simpler formulation 
of the Nullstellensatz. Again let R be a Y-real closed field. Throughout this section 
we assume 
(Al) The residue field of J(R) is archimedean real closed and J,(R) = J(R) for all 
p E 2. 
(A2) The value group of J(R) is not discretely ordered. 
For example, given a prime p, then the field R = [w((&,)) satisfies the conditions (Al) 
and (A2). In this situation the formulation of the Nullstellensatz 5.5 can be considerably 
simplified. As before we choose a family (Q)~~z c R with ap $Z fRp for all p E 2. 
Let F I R be an extension field. We denote by 
the additive semigroup generated by the sets apF2P with p E 2’. 
Proposition 6.1. Let F be an extension field of R. Then the following statements are 
equivalent: 
(1) F is an admissible xtension of R. 
(2) 1 $ c,,, C ~rpF*~. 
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Proof. Let Q c F be a total order. We first prove the following fact. 
(*) Q is admissible % we($) $Z 2pT(Q) for all p E 2. 
By Lemma 3.2 Q is admissible if and only if we(c$x2J’) $! AJQ) for all p E 2’ and 
x E F. But (Al) just means A, = 0 for all p E 2. Hence AJQ) = 0, as AJQ) is the 
convex hull of A, in r(Q). This proves (*). 
(1) =+ (2): Let Q c F be an admissible total order. Then 
we($) $! 2pT(Q) for all p E 9 
by (*). Now the claim follows from [9, Theorem 1.21. 
(2) + (1): By [9, loc.cit.1, there exists a real valuation v of F with v($) 6 2pT, 
for all p E 9. Let Q c F be a total order compatible with v. Then We $?! 2pT(Q) 
as wQ is finer than v. Hence, Q is admissible by (*). 0 
We now consider the case that _Z’ is finite. Then we choose CIO E R such that 
(*) dlo $ fRP for all p E 9. 
Such an a0 exists. Namely, for p E 2’ let 
kP := n q. 
6Y\{PJ 
Then ~(0 := n,,, c$’ satisfies (*). As an immediate consequence of Proposition 6.1 
we get 
Corollary 4.2. Assume that 9 is finite. Then for an extension field F of R the 
following statements are equivalent: 
(1) F is an admissible xtension of R. 
This motivates the following definition. Let A be an R-algebra and let 
n(Z) := n p. 
PET 
We consider the C A2”(Y)-module 
Theorem 6.3. Assume that 2 is jinite. Let V be an afJine variety over R 
I c R[ V] be an ideal. Then 
&(&(I)) = {f E R[ V] 1 f 2n(dP)k + m E I for some m E MT[R[V]] and k 
and let 
E N}. 
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Proof. The claim just means &(&(I)) = rad~9[R[Yll(I). Thus, by Corollary 5.2 we 
have to show that a prime ideal @ c R[V] is T-real if and only if @ is Mz[R[V]]- 
convex. But this follows immediately from Corollary 6.2. 0 
Corollary 6.4. Assume 9 = {p} and let CI E R\ fRJ’. Then 
3n(Yn(l))={IER[Vl//2pi 
+ c J2’ - ~1~ c g$ E I for some jj,gi E R[V], k E N . 
i i 
Remark. In the case 9 = {2}, Corollary 6.4 is just the Nullstellensatz proved in [6]. 
It remains to consider the case that 9 is infinite. For p E 2 let 
np := rI 4. 
@~d?SP 
Given a R-algebra A and p E 2’ we consider the C A2+-module 
. 
Generalizing Theorem 6.3 we get the following result. 
Theorem 6.5. Let V be an affine variety over R and let I c R[V] be an ideal. Then 
there exists p E _5? such that 
&(&(I)) = {fcR[V] 1 f2”pk +rn~I for some ~EM,[R[V]] and kEN}. 
Proof. Given p E _!Z we will write Mp rather than M,[R[V]]. We have to show that 
there exists p E 2’ with Z&(&(I)) = radMD(I). Let 
be the natural well ordering of 9 c N. Then 
radM,, (I) & radMp2 (I) & . . + 
Since R[V] is noetherian, there exists p E 2’ such that radMpS (I) c radMp(I) for all 
pi E 9. Now let M c R[ V] be prime. It follows from Proposition 6.1 that @ is Y-real 
if and only if for all q E 2, f, gp,,j E R[V] we have 
In particular, any Y-real prime ideal is M,-convex. Hence radMp(I) c SR( &(I)). Thus, 
it is suIIicient to show that every minimal prime divisor @ of radMp(I) is Y-real. 
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Let 
If @ = rady(l), then f E p, as radMq((I) c radMp(l), and we are done by (*). Hence, 
assume rady(Z) # @. Then there exists h E R[V]\p with h2”qG E I. But then hf E 
rady(l) c radM,(I). Thus f~ @, as h $ @. Now apply (*). q 
7. Positivstellensiitze for Z-real closed fields 
Throughout his section we fix a chain signature cp such that R is 9-real closed with 
respect o q. For n E N let 
P, := P,((p)U (0) and P,* := P,\O. 
Note that P, = P” for all n E N, by Corollary 1.3. Let V be an affine variety over R. 
In this section we will give a characterization of the regular functions f E R[ V] which 
satisfy 
f(x) E P, resp. f(x) E P,* for all x E V(R). 
To this end let us introduce the following notions. Given an R-algebra A let S[A] c A 
denote the semiring generated by M[A]. Now let n E N. If n = 1 let 
Ti[A] := S[A]. 
Next assume n > 1. According to the results of Section 4 we proceed as follows. 
We first treat the case that the value group of J(R) is not discretely ordered. Choose 
prime divisors pi,. . . , pl of n such that [pl] < . . . < [PI] and [PI] U. . . U [p,] contains 
all prime divisors of n (see the conventions before Theorem 4.7). Then let T,[A] be 
the semiring generated by A2”* and the elements 
(t2a2 + sy’(a2 + S))2n*-kl 
with i E {l,..., I}, teJpi(R)*, UEA, s E S[A] and 
1 
1 if i= 1, 
ki= * 
npi-l if i>l. 
Next let us consider the case that the value group of J(R) is discretely ordered. 
Choose 0: E PI such that u(a) is the minimal positive element of the value group of 
J(R). According to Proposition 4.5 we let &[a] CA be the semi-ring generated by A2”* 
and 
{x EA 1 Vn E N3a, E A, s, E S[A] : x”(u~ + sn) = c~~(cx-~a~ + s”)}. 
Back to the general situation we have to distinguish again to cases. Namely, let F 
be an extension field of R and let P c F be an admissible order fan of level n. If 
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2 6 9, then P, = R*” is the unique order fan of level n of R (see Corollary 1.3). 
Hence, P f? R = P,. If 2 E 2, then there exists CI E R such that PI = R* U crR*. Then 
p n = R*” u a”RZn but P,’ = R*” U (--cI)“R*~ is an order fan of level 12 as well. If II 
is odd then P, #‘Pi. Hence, in this situation not every admissible order fan P c F of 
level n is an extension of P,. This leads to the following notion. 
If 2 $ _?Z or II is even, then let 
&[A] := &[A]. 
If 2 E _Y and n is odd then choose also in the non-discrete case an ~EP~\R* and let 
&[A] := r,[A] + a”T,[A]. 
Note that in any case $[A] is a semiring. 
Given an ideal I c A we let denote $[A]/Z the image of &[A] with respect to 
the canonical projection A + A/I. Again one readily checks the following properties 
of $[A]. 
Lemma 7.1. Let A be a R-algebra and let @ c A be a prime ideal. Then the following 
statements hold: 
(1) &W = &[Al~l. 
(2) $[R(,)] = S,(R(@)) if2@9 or n is even. 
(3) $[R(@)] = S,(R(@)) + a”S,(R(p)) if2 E 9 and n is odd. 
(4) For all s~$[R(p)] there exists f E A/@\(O) such that f*“*s E $[A]/@. 
(5) Assume that f EA is not a zero divisor. Then 
Finally we will need the following generalization of Theorems 3.6 and 4.9. 
Corollary 7.2. Let F > R be an extension field. Then 
where P ranges over the admissible order fans of level n which extend P,. 
Proof. By Theorems 3.6 and 4.9 we have only to consider the case 2 E _Y and n 
odd. Let K be the intersection of the admissible order fans P c F of level n which 
extend P,. Again by Theorems 3.6 and 4.9 we see $ [F] C K. If - 1 E & [F], then 
F = $,[F] = x, by the results just cited. So let us assume -1 $$[F]. First let n = 1. 
Then $1 [F] is the intersection of the total orders Q c F containing $[F]. Now the 
claim follows from Theorem 3.6. It remains to consider the case n > 1. To this end 
we need the following result. 
(*) Let Q c F be an admissible total order. Then PI c R extends to an admissible 
total order Q’ with wQ =wQl. 
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Namely, We # 2r(Q), by Lemmas 3.2 and 3.4. (Recall that if the value group of 
J(R) is discretely ordered, then U(U) is the minimal positive element of a@*).) Hence, 
there exists a total order Q’ compatible with wQ such that c( E Q’. But then Q’ extends 
PI and is admissible by Lemmas 3.2 and 3.4. 
So assume x 6 $[F]. If x $! $ [F] then there exists an admissible chain signature 
4 of F with ~I[F] cPl(~$) and x @PI(~), as we have shown above. But then x @ 
P,(4) c PI(~). Moreover, P,(4) n R = P, as CI” E P,(4). Hence x 6 Y,. It remains to 
consider the case x E $1 [F]. Since x $$[F] we have x @S,(F). Now it follows from 
Theorem 4.9 and the proof of Proposition 4.2 that there exists an admissible chain 
signature 4 = signQ x (4 o WQ) of F such that $(wQ(x)) $inf. By (*) we may assume 
w.1.o.g. that Q extends PI. Thus, x $Pn(~) and P,(4) n R = P,,. q 
We are now prepared to prove the main results of this section. We begin with the 
following weak Positivstellensatz which follows from Theorem 2.1. 
Proposition 1.3. Let V be an afJine irreducible variety over R, f E R[V] and let 
n E (3). Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(1) f(x) E P, for all x E V(R)reg. 
(2) f E ~nbW)I. 
Proof. (1) + (2): Assume f @&[R(V)]. By Corollary 7.2 there exists an admissible 
chain signature 4 of R(V) such that P,(4) extends P, and f $Z P,(4). Hence, we 
find /? E R\P, with j?f E P,(4). By Theorem 2.1 there exists x E V(R& such that 
Pf(x) E P,*. Hence, f(x) 4 P, as p$Pn. 
(2) + (1): Let x E V(R),, with f(x) 6 P,. Choose /I E R\P, with /?f(x) E P,,*. 
By Theorem 2.1 there exists an admissible chain signature 4 of R(V) with P,(4) n 
R = P,* and Pf E P,(4). Now fi $! P, implies f @P,(4). Hence, f @ $[R(V)], by 
Corollary 7.2. 0 
From this result we can already deduce a strict Positivstellensatz for Z-real closed 
fields. 
Theorem 7.4. Let V be an afJine variety over R, f E R[V] and let n E (3’). Then 
the following statements are equivalent: 
(1) f(x) E P,* for all x E V(R). 
(2) fs = 1 + d for some s, dE$[R[V]]. 
Proof. (1) =+ (2): In this proof we will write $ rather than $[R[V]]. Let f E R[V] 
such that f(x) E P,, for all x E V(R) and assume f $, n 1 + $ = 0. We have to show that 
this implies that f has a zero in V(R). By assumption, M = $, - f$, is anisotropic. 
By [lo, Proposition 31, there exists a M-convex prime M c R[V]. Let W c V be the 
subvariety defined by p. Then f(x) E P, for all x E W(R),,. Hence, f E $[R(@)] by 
Proposition 7.3. By Lemma 7.1 we find gER[V]\p with g2”* f ES+@ CM+@ =: Ml. 
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Since M is anisotropic and @ M-convex, Ml is anisotropic as well and Ml n-h41 = @. 
Hence g2”* f E p. Thus f E @ as g $ @. But @ is M-convex with $, c M. Hence, k;, 
is M[R[V]]-convex. Thus, @ is Y-real, by Lemma 5.4. Now Proposition 2.4 implies 
W(R) # 0. Hence there exists XE V(R) with f(x) = 0. 
(2) =+ (1): Assume sf = 1 + d for some s,d E g,, and let x E V(R). Let 
cpX : R[V] -+ R be the corresponding evaluation map. By Lemma 7.1 we have cp*($) = 
&[R] = P,. Thus, s(x),d(x)EP, for all XE V(R). Now let XE V(R). Then sf = 1 + d 
implies s(x) # 0. Hence f(x) E P,*. 0 
Corollary 7.5. Let V be an afJine variety over R, f E R[V] and let n E (9). Then 
the following statements are equivalent: 
(1) f(x) E P,, for all x E V(R). 
(2) fs = f2n’k + d for some s,d E $[R[V]] and k E N. 
Proof. (1) + (2): Assume f # 0. We consider 
A := RIVlf. 
Then A is the ring of regular functions of the variety 
Since f(v,t) = f(u)EP,* for all (u,t)~w(R), there exist by Theorem 7.4 sl,dl~$[A] 
with fsl = l+di. By Lemma 7.1 we find k E N such that f2n’ksl, f2n*kdl E$,[R[V]]. 
Hence, fs = f 2n’k +d for some s, dE$,[R[V]] and kEN. 
(2) + (1): Assume fs = f 2n*k+d and let x E V(R). In the proof of Theorem 7.4 we 
have seen that s(x), d(x) E P,. Hence, f 2n*k(x) + d(x) E P,. If s(x) = 0 then f 2n*k(x) + 
d(x) = 0. Thus f(x) = 0. If s(x) E P,*, then f(x) E P,, as f2”*k(x) + d(x) f P,,. 
0 
Next we consider the semirings T,[R[ VI]. If F > R is an extension field, the definition 
of Z[F] implies S,(F) = T,[F]. Hence, Theorem 4.9 shows 
where P ranges over the admissible order fans of level n of F. Thus, if we replace in 
the proofs of Theorem 7.4 and Corollary 7.5 the semirings $,[R[V]] by T,[R[V]], we 
get the following result. 
Theorem 7.6. Let V be an afine variety over R, f E R[V] and n E (9). Then the 
following statements hold 
(1) f(x)ER**” for all x E V(R) @ fs = 1 +d for some s,dET,[R[V]]. 
(2) f(x) E R2” for all x E V(R) (j fs = f 2n*k + d for some s,d E T,[R[V]] and 
kEI+J. 
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